
Walk from car park Fahrenbach through the Fahrenbachtobel, Fahrenbach Weiher, Waterfall, 

Guhmühli, Castle Elgg and back to the car park. 

The Farenbachtobel is a ½ hour walk outside Elgg. Coming from the main street we park our cars 

between the trees and head directly into the forest. 

After the parking lot, turn left and cross the bridge. You are immediately surrounded by the dense 

deciduous forest. At the end of the stairs, you can see the small, picturesque forest lake of the 

Farenbachtobel. The path leads right around the pond to the confluence of the Fahrenbach into the 

Weier. A board there reveals that it is ideal here to take a Kneipp stop…(free willingly…) 

 

Itinerary for that day: 

1) Meeting Point 

We will meet at 10:45 o`clock (please be punctual) at the Migros Parking opposite of Elgg`s 

train station. The Fahrenbachtobel has only a tiny car park, therefore carsharing is 

recommended (especially on a Sunday).  

From the car park we start the very pleasant walk to the Guhwilmühle Restaurant (roughly 30 

minutes), all flat apart from the last 150m when reaching the Fahrenbach Waterfall. 

2) Ca. 12 o`clock Lunch at Guhwilmühle  

Important: On Sundays they offer only Braten or Grillwurst (for Vegeterians Salat and Pommes). 

Payment in cash (no twint etc.), hence there is a “dead zone”. 

Please let me know who is having lunch by May 13th (I did already book a table (precaution) for 

6-10 people).  

3) Duration of round trip (including lunch): ca. 3 hrs 

 

4) Important  

Comfortable outdoor shoes and clothes, maybe walking sticks, sun protection (sun cream, 

hat, glasses), rain protection and something to drink is recommended. 

5) Deadline for registration and lunch May 13th. 

 

Really looking forward to doing the tour with you – cross fingers we will have plenty of sunshine, at 

least no rain. 

Until then stay healthy and keep up your spirit - Brigitte 


